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in the us, barbie designed a ponytail styling kit, which will be available exclusively at select bigfoot and goblack stores starting in november for $44.99. new ponytail tutorials will be released every two weeks. in canada, the same style kit is available in some barbie
stores . barbie and her pony tale promotion is based on four main pillars -- style, fashion, fun and adventure. it also builds on the strength of the brand's on-going commitment to empower girls to lead healthy, successful and active lifestyles. it was very excited to

have the chance of conducting an interview with joe russo and bobby quick. they play zack and benny, two characters from the oz books, in the film. zack and benny were the good guys in the original stories and the casting of them was a lot of fun. "we were excited
about doing the oz film and then once we started seeing it, we were really nervous. it's not the kind of show we wanted to do in terms of the humor, which is not at all what the stories are about. it is oz, but there is a ton of humor in it. we were just so nervous about
having made a bad decision." russo said. "we didn't realize the power of the characters -- that the humor comes from the characters themselves." joe also had some exciting news to share. "we're also about to begin production on a show called 'the oz girls.' we're

working with the creators of 'big love' and are trying to make an animated children's show. we have a whole story arc that we're working on and hope to have it for the season three, which will be 'the wicked.' " benny, the demon, is not just a character, but he has a
very physical personality. he is also interested in the finer things and zack, the good guy, is not like that at all. "we were doing a lot of research, as we were in the middle of writing the script to see who was most like which characters from the books. we didn't want

them to have the same personalities as the characters from the books, because we felt like if we did that, we would be doing a bad job. we were very selective with which characters we chose to act as. zack was one of those characters. he has an authoritative vibe to
him. he is cool, and kind of nonchalant. with some of the other characters we were very careful. there are so many different personalities that we weren't just picking some sort of hybrid. we wanted it to be as accurate as possible."
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the girls are excited to get started at their new equestrian school in the swiss alps, and their first day there is filled with riding lessons, drama club, and lots of
horseplay. as they explore the grounds, barbie discovers a mysterious wild horse in the woods. when she realizes that shes spotted the rare and endangered ovis
aries, or asiatic wild sheep, a rare species of asian breed horse, shes determined to track him down. the sisters journey begins as they join a group of horse-loving

teens and their horses on a six-day horseback journey to a mountain village. during their adventures, they learn the importance of respect, teamwork, and teaching
others. finally, the girls take their newfound knowledge of horses back to malibu where theres a surprise waiting for them at the pacific mall. barbie and her sisters in a

pony tale (2013) are made use of the medium of film. one can see that with the legendary bella hunt as the director. as well as with the well-known actors like kelly
fisher, francis h. the movie was published on september 11th, 2013. the film starts with a great animated sequence of barbie helping to plan and set up her sisters'

adventure to help the riding academy win the inter-academic equestrian tournament, which is sponsored by the swiss tourism board and the city of interlaken. the film
includes a performance of the song "youll be in my heart" by british singer-songwriter and guitarist joss stone, which was a big hit on the charts in 2009. to the viewing

audience of the film, the song is meant to symbolize the feeling of true friendship and close comradeship that they share with one another. 5ec8ef588b
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